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INTRODUCTION

By 2019 service users will be the lead in choosing what is important in their lives;
what services are important and how they are delivered and the carer experience will
see carers truly seen as equal partners.
(Highland Adult Strategic Commissioning Intentions 2016-2017)
These aspirations of the Adult Services Commissioning Group are both admirable and challenging.
The huge cultural changes to achieve them cannot be underestimated; but neither can the
determination of service users, carers and providers to deliver them. Integration of Health and
Social Care and the opportunities released by judicious use of the Change Fund and more recently
the Integrated Care Fund have made it possible to start on the journey to true involvement.
The Network’s research paper, ‘I’m not a Complainer’ (2014), based on the experiences of service
users and carers has helped inform the agenda and identify areas of good practice and those where
improvements are needed. The next step, and in many ways the more challenging, is to truly engage
and involve service users and carers in service design and delivery.
To this end the Highland Senior Citizens Network received funding from the Integrated Care Fund
to appoint two part time co-ordinators. They were charged with the task of:
‘Working with the Board of Trustees to seek and facilitate improved involvement of older people in
the planning, review and commissioning of services’.
This report covers the first six months of our Co-ordinators’ tenure. An immense amount has been
achieved in terms of meeting and engaging with groups, including District Partnerships. That there
has to be a cultural shift for older people themselves to become involved is evident in that for many
it is a new experience. However, the first steps have been taken and the goal of 2019 is not far
away.

Ian McNamara (Chairman)
May 2016
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Background: Highland Senior Citizens Network (HSCN), a Scottish Charitable
Incorporated Organisation, aims to inform and effect changes and solutions, which will
enrich older lives and promote well-being. In October 2015, using funding from the NHS
Highland Integrated Care Fund, HSCN appointed 2 part time co-ordinators to support
HSCN to deliver its strategy, Highland wide, on a sustainable basis.
Involvement: Putting into action HSCN’s strap

Top involvement quote from
HSCN annual conference 2016

line; “Nothing about us without us”, the key role of
the co-ordinators is to seek and facilitate

Tell me, and I will forget.
Show me, and I may remember.
Involve me, and I will understand

improved involvement of older people in the
planning, review and commissioning of services;

Confucius, 450BC

facilitating older people’s involvement themselves,
rather than being the voice older people. They are

perfectly placed to support NHS Highland in its commitment to involving the public in
influencing the shape of services, with greater involvement adding value to the process of
delivering care and improving the quality of services.
Strategic level: Our first task was to look at
what was being said about older people’s
involvement at a strategic level in Highland
and

across

Scotland.

This

was

very

encouraging with agreement about the value
of involvement and the benefits of greater
involvement

to

both

community

and

individuals.

Community
Empowerment Act
The Highland
Strategic Plan –
valuable
opportunities and
outcomes that our
involvement in
commissioning could
produce.

Margaret
Sommerville,
Former Director of
Public Health for
Highland, Report on
public health & older
people - clear about
value of
involvement.

Awareness raising: Though HSCN has a membership of over 250 older people across
Highland we were very aware of the importance of raising awareness both of HSCN
itself, and of the new posts and the opportunities for support for older people to be more
involved. To facilitate this we produced a variety of information and publicity
materials including:
• Information in the HSCN quarterly newsletter
• A new, updated, HSCN leaflet
• Business Cards
• HSCN posters
• Presentation on involvement
• Planning HSCN conference including inviting local councillors from District Partnerships
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Getting involved: As District Partnerships are a key mechanism in enabling older
people to be involved at a local area level we then concentrated on looking at how these
worked across Highland; attending meetings and making contact with ward managers and
chairs. We found a variety of different approaches in place, and different attitudes towards
increased involvement in the future.
Another priority was to meet with older

Older People’s Groups

people themselves to find out about their

•

Easter Ross Tenants Group

experiences of, and interest in, involvement.

•

Glints of Gold, Spectrum Centre,
Inverness

•

Conon District Lunch Club

groups across Highland who are members of

•

Caol Lunch Club, Fort William

HSCN. In areas where there are few group

•

Fort Augustus Seniors

members we made contact with other older

•

Resolis Friendship Group, Black
Isle

•

Strath Sunshine Club,
Rothiemurcus

disability access groups. Within these

•

Serve Our Seniors, Ullapool

meetings we met with and spoke to nearly 200

•

LGOWIT Long term conditions
group

•

Sutherland Involvement Group –
an older person is interested in
setting this up

We started this by making contact with the 50

people’s groups including; community car
schemes, tenants groups, lunch clubs and

older people, from all the District Partnership
Areas. We distributed HSCN newsletters and
leaflets and gained a good idea of many of the
issues concerning older people in each area.

Almost 100, mainly older people, attended the HSCN annual conference and participated
in a session looking at their experiences of involvement:
• Where they are well involved
• Where they would like to be involved but can’t be
• What is preventing them from being involved
• What can HSCN do to support their involvement
Finally we contacted others who were working with older
people to look at joint approaches to involvement including;
Scottish Health Council, Connecting Carers, Age Scotland,
Barchester Health Care, Poppy Scotland, Chest, Heart & Stroke Scotland, Our Voice
Event, Lochaber Car Scheme, Caol Communuity Centre, Skye and Lochalsh Health,
Housing and Social Care Forum, Sutherland Community Care Forum, HTSI, LGOWIT
(Lets Get on With It Together) Self-Management Conference, HISEZ Networking Event
and a Safe Highland for Older People Discussion in Sutherland and Easter Ross.
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Successful involvement of older people
Older people felt they are well involved in the groups,

What makes involvement work…

associations and activities that they take part in

•

Involvement works well when
people are listened to and are
aware of this; and contribute to
action and action is evidenced

•

Group issues are reported up the
line by the councillors who
regularly attend the group. This
is also a good way for the
councillors to get their fingers on
the pulse of what is happening for
older people in their communities.

•

Being able to share in the
community / hearing about other
people in community / meeting
people / family feeling /
comradeship

•

Specific engagement for a
specific project i.e. re-designing
health centre

•

Helpful speakers

•

Welcoming “How are you
keeping?”

•

Make a difference / See
differences – asked for views –
influence change

of outreach, Board member, Helping other residents

•

Excellent transport scheme

with different activities.

•

Intergenerational work

Older people were very clear about the types of

•

Inclusion and awareness of other
groups

actions that made for good involvement; being

•

NHS web page

welcomed, making a difference, playing a part in the

•

Kate MacLean

including; lunch clubs, men’s sheds, senior citizens
clubs, walking groups, church, choir, and exercise
classes. Condition specific groups are also good at
involving older people.
Successful involvement often includes volunteering
and supporting others, much of this informal; as one
person said; “A lot happens informally”; Help Call
responders, Hall Committee, community councils,
community centres, access panels, Black Isle Cares,
Access Panel, Community Planning Partnerships,
Community Care Forum, Highland Third Sector
Interface board, Macmillan fundraising committee,
Patients Experience Group, Patient Participation
Group, Macewan Court Visitor, Shopmobility, Merkinch
Community Café, Car scheme, Stay Safe, Taking
some older people out for runs / coffee / lunch as part

community, accessibility, information and local
engagement.
They were also very clear about the positive impact of being well involved:
• Amazing the huge difference befriending can make – just a phone call from a stranger
can make some feel they are not alone, and give the caller a purpose
• Involvement in the above has helped me cope, in no small way, with loneliness
• I know other people care about me, fellowship, social
• Knowledge
• Club gives an opportunity for early intervention of illness
• Involvement in our good local health clinic is why we are getting to our 90s
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Unsuccessful involvement of older people
Older people had many examples of issues and services
where they would like to be involved but for a variety of
reasons were unable. These included specific groups,

Why does involvement not work…

associations and activities; walking group, exercise

•

I don’t know who to speak to and
where these meetings take place

group, outings to interesting places e.g. musicals, plays.

•

Confusing information

There were also various different volunteering activities

•

Lack of support

they would like to participate in but felt unable; like to be

•

Appointments cancelled

a hospital volunteer, help with personal care, social

•

Advocacy from District Nurses
and Carers has gone.

•

Lack of involvement from outside
organisations for residents in care
homes

They also included issues where they would like to be

•

Need for more advocacy

involved in consultation or planning;

•

I’m already too involved In the
community

•

Just do not have time to commit
100%

•

Not enough resources for
engagement / consultation

•

No older people’s group locally in
Cannich

•

Lack of intergenerational groups
– would like more involvement
with younger people to share
ideas

•

GP Practice does not have a
Patient Participation Group

•

Well Man Clinics apply to age 70
over only

•

Lack of awareness of the
importance of true involvement
and engagement. Have a
disability and find it difficult to visit
friend with a similar condition
living on her own

•

I’m too old to be involved in
campaigning

visiting, Victim Support – helping people in the law /
legal system.

• Nursing home closure, need to plan for the future
• Housing. Need more small detached private houses
• Care at Home Service. Need for more continuity of
carers / why do I have to get up at 7am?
• Self Directed Support – how does it work
• Transport issues – trains / buses / patient transport
• Isolation and loneliness of older people
• Funeral costs
• Carer’s issues / experiences as a former carer
• State of the pavements and roads
• Reduced services - Meals on Wheels / Day Care
Centre / local nurses
• Accessibility
• Lack of support for older people with mental health
problems
• District Partnerships
• NHS Service change locally / NHS issues i.e. NHS
Highlands deplorable waiting list
• Local planning / design and delivery of local services at
the community level
• Complaints Procedure
• Political campaigning to support refugees in Highland
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Tokenism

What is stopping your involvement?
There were 6 key issues that older people felt
were stopping their involvement.

•

Been here, said it before and nothing
changes

•

Too much administration (asking
questions) and not enough on
providing services

•

Wondering…will my / our input make
any difference?

•

Public not supportive of activities

•

Why sit on endless committees at
one’s own cost, when others are there,
salaried, as part of their jobs?

•

Other people think we are too old to
contribute

•

Too old to take on things young people
should be doing

1. Tokenism – no motivation to be involved as
feel that the involvement is tokenistic and will
not change anything anyway. Previous
experience of this being the case. Also feeling
that some people put a lot of time into
organising activities and general public don’t
turn out.

Poor information and communication
•

No feedback about changes

•

A chain of 5 or 6 meetings for
communication between the GP surgery
and health board

•

Waiting lists - don’t know how long you
should expect to wait

•

Don’t know how to get involved / know
who to talk to /where to start!

and what older people can be involved

•

Lack of knowledge in subject / no
knowledge of the services

Don’t know where to go for

•

Lack of information about local meetings /
no publications of minutes, agenda, etc.

•

Who’s who in the Zoo!

•

Unsure what District Partnership remit is /
never heard of District Partnership

•

Too much jargon

•

Reliance on internet

2. Poor information & communication
– difficult to find out how to be involved
in. Lack of notice about meetings.
information. No feedback about the
results of the involvement. Feeling
that processes are extremely drawn
out and bureaucratic. Language used
is often very jargonistic.
Time
•

Too busy trying to sort other problems
in the community

3. Time – older people are often unable to be

•

Not enough days in the week

involved, even where they would like to be,

•

Work

•

Family commitments

•

Lack of carers for partner who has a
disability to free up time for your
involvement

•

My life is so busy time is an issue

because of a lack of free time due both to
work, family and caring commitments, and also
to the number of community involvements that
many have.
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4. Lack of accessibility – meetings are

Lack of accessibility

often inaccessible in terms of venue,

•

For residents lack of transport and available
escorts can impact negatively on resident’s
ability to participate in outside organisations

•

No one to take me out and I’m not fit

•

Fitness – our own health changes as we age

•

Equality issue e.g. culture, ability / disability,
language

because of lack of appropriate

•

Lack of transport. Only one bus a day

transport. They sometimes felt that

•

Timing of meetings not always suitable

services did not take Highland

•

Not allowed to speak at certain meetings

•

Nothing exists locally

•

Feels like services don’t even know where Fort
Augustus is

time and location. They can be very
formal in style, which puts older
people off attending. They do not
take into account limited mobility.
Many people cannot participate

geography into account when
arranging meetings.

Short-term support for involvement
5. Tricky with short-term nature of

•

Lack of continuity of support

•

Involvement not financed properly

involvement posts – older people felt

•

Short –term funding in voluntary sector

that they had invested time and energy in

•

Lack of positive direction from ‘political’
government

being involved in the past, only for the

•

Too many chiefs not enough Indians

•

No answers when questions asked

•

Lack of improvement or change as a
result of previous involvement

support posts to cease and then they had
not heard anymore. They questioned the
value of doing this again.
Fear!
•

No anonymity

•

It’s personal – we know the staff and the
shortages

•

Afraid to ask

about speaking up in meetings and asking

•

Worried about speaking in meetings

what might be perceived as difficult

•

Families afraid to complain – fear of
repercussions for their family member

consequences for themselves and the

•

I’m an independent person and don’t
want to bother anyone

people they care for if they are seen to be

•

Community relations – will these be
damaged?

6. Fear of consequences – some older people
do not get involved as they are worried

questions. They are scared of the

critical of a service.
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How can HSCN support your involvement?
Listen

Engage

Act

Capture enjoyment

Support local involvement: Older people were very clear that they wanted HSCN to;
support us to find local solutions.
They need information about
Happy for us to come back to
future meetings with District
Partnership issues
Would it be possible for ward
manager to give DP issues
to HSCN in advance?
Meet physically
Bring people to groups
Bring opportunities to where
we are
Involve more
people on the ground
Asking communities to
define their priorities
HSCN offer support and training
to people who want to be
involved but lack confidence

local events and meetings.
They are interested in linking
with District Partnerships and
want HSCN to bring District
Partnership issues to them / to
the groups where they
currently meet. Meeting faceto-face is key to local
involvement, both during and
after; please come back and
tell us what you did and what
will happen next, as is advance
knowledge of issues to be
discussed, one suggestion
being; get all members to write
their comments and return to
yourselves before the meeting.

The co-ordinators will:
1. Meet regularly with older people’s groups in local areas, building up relationships with
them so it is clear what our role is.
2. Work in certain areas (Badenoch & Strathspey, Caithness, and Lochaber) to set up
Older People’s Involvement Groups.
3. Attend District Partnership and other relevant meetings (where possible accompanied
by older people) and share information with local older people’s groups.
4. Develop local area older people’s champions who are happy to attend meetings with
co-ordinators.
5. Look at potential for some District Partnerships (Sutherland and Mid Ross) to have
older people’s issues as a standing item on the agenda.
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•

Capturing wisdom of older people and
transmitting it

•

Involve more people on the ground

•

Be a louder voice for people / communities

•

Broaden and extend membership

•

Relay transport issues to the authorities

•

Facilitate involvement and participation for
older people in care. Develop a Highland
wide residents forum with delegates from
each home

•

Be a voice for grass roots organisations
when meeting government officials / public
agencies

•

3rd sector lead on older people issues

•

Keep involved with SOPA – stronger
together

Strong voice / campaigning: HSCN
should provide a collective voice for
older people in Highland. It should help
fill the gap left by the loss of the Age
Scotland development workers, being a
conduit for older people’s issues. At a
national level it should formally ally with
Scottish Older People’s Assembly
(SOPA) & other Senior Citizens Groups
to gain a stronger voice.

The co-ordinators will:
1. Listen to older people in Highland and reflect back what we hear.
2. Hold older people’s forums / mini conferences across Highland.
3. Facilitate older people raising local issues at a strategic level – through Older People’s
Improvement Group, Adult Service Commissioning Group, and other as appropriate.
4. Raise Highland older people’s issues at a national level through SOPA.
Accessible / Equalities: Many older people are unable to be involved because the
current ways of involving people are often inaccessible,
particularly for people with disabilities or cultural
barriers. Older people felt that HSCN had a crucial role

•

Sensory issues

to play challenging ageism and wider equality issues

•

Mobility

such as language, physical ability, etc.

•

Transport

•

Time – e.g. evening
meetings

•

Shyness

•

Fear of confrontation
among dominant people

The co-ordinators will:
1. Learn new skills to support and empower older
people to become more involved.
2. Be the voice for older people, and feedback to older
people, unable to attend meetings.

3. Work with services to make their forms of involvement accessible to all.
4. Look for ways to take involvement to older people, where they are, in a form they can
access.
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Liaise with local councils

Joint working: HSCN should be proactive in linking with

Involve local communities

other organisations that support older people in Highland.

Training and awareness
for statutory workforce

Tap into other groups or organisations who
can provide support to you and your
members. There are lots of opportunities for
mutual promotion, and many organisations
have offered to distribute information about
more people joining or getting involved with
HSCN through our mailing lists and social
media.

Promote Advocacy Highland
Connecting Carers can promote HSCN
Pharmacy initiative to involve more community
services – via Carers Trust and Connecting Carers
The Scottish Health Council can help with building
capacity of volunteers through Voices sessions and
can help identify effective engagement methods
Badenoch and Strathspey Community Transport
to put HSCN link on web site
HSCN to attend Community Council meetings

The co-ordinators will:
1. Provide HSCN publicity materials and
newsletter articles to other organisations for
circulation.

2. Work with other professionals who are involved
with older people.

HSCN could forward info
to HTSI for distribution
through our many lists and
social media

3. Advertise District Partnerships – what they are and what they do – in the HSCN
newsletter and on the website.
4. Offer to work with NHS to develop involvement of older people in improvement of
quality of Care at Home service – develop a feedback loop.
5. Trial joint working with; Relatives and Residents Groups at Highview Nursing Home,
Scottish Health Council ‘Our Voices’ programme, LGOWIT Long term conditions
support group and Caithness Tenants Groups.
Focus: Some older people felt HSCN should provide a focus for their involvement, being very
clear about the issues that are a priority for action.
•

Clear definition of issues. People can be deterred by ‘general’ issues

•

What can I do? Find one clear issue to work on

•

We need to know how we can help before we can offer help

•

Work very hard on specific challenges to create a small number of genuine
successes – success creates / attracts more involvement

The co-ordinators will:
1. Pilot focused meetings / consultation on key older people’s issues in one District
Partnership – possibly Mid Ross where there was some interest in this idea.
2. Publicise and attend events with a specific focus - 8th October, Dying to Know.
3. Continue to gather information on what are the key issues for older people across
Highland to ensure involvement is focused appropriately.
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Promotion: HSCN needs to promote itself better across Highland so
that more people are aware of its existence and the work that it does.
•

Spread the word about HSCN which is unknown to many people

•

Promote HSCN throughout the Highlands

•

Find ways to raise profile of the work HSCN does

•

Raise awareness of HSCN aims and objectives

•

Keep growing, marketing, advertising, recruiting

•

Organise visits to older groups to speak and advertise

•

Broaden and extend membership

•

HSCN to be known as the One Stop Shop for Older People

•

Encourage attendees at our meetings to become involved e.g. mailing of newsletter

•

Involve more people

The co-ordinators will:
1. Provide information for the website, and promote this across Highland.
2. Hold events to publicise and advertise HSCN and its work.
3. Circulate HSCN poster and leaflet
widely across Highland.
4. Attend other organisations networking
events to promote HSCN.
Information & communication: Provide
older people with information and education on
ways of being involved. HSCN has a key role
to play in information sharing and is a good
pathway to information for older people. People
want clear information on processes, and what
is out there that I can be involved in and to be
kept informed of what happens with their input.
We need to explore digital solutions to
participation whilst remembering that many

Share knowledge
Keep members updated
Co-ordinators to collate and provide
information about services
Let people know about involvement
opportunities across Highland
Not everyone has email addresses so may put
some people off joining. Do feel older people
are penalised because they are not on Internet.
Email link to members of any Partnership
minutes etc.
Use telephone conferencing
Smaller meetings, more
locally

older people are not on the internet.

The co-ordinators will:
1. Advise people about what’s happening
locally and give feedback about progress, returning to older people’s groups regularly.
2. Advertise consultation that is taking place, including District Partnership meetings.
3. Work with other Highland involvement posts to produce a joint weekly bulletin of
involvement opportunities and results.
4. Investigate idea of programme of condition specific seminars, i.e. Men’s Health Town
House.
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Newsletter: Older people thought HSCN should continue with the good work in terms of the
excellent HSCN newsletter. However it should be made more
accessible, personal stories would be a good feature, they should
ask for feedback, and there should be more signposting to useful
services and information.
•

Newsletter – personal stories – good and bad

•

LARGE PRINT HARD COPIES AVAILABLE

•

Ask for feedback

•

Distribute more hard copies of newsletter

•

Ask for ‘good news’ stories e.g. heating initiative

•

Make newsletter more relevant including signposting

•

Very interested in HSCN newsletter and leaflet – but make it
more accessible

The co-ordinators will:
1. Produce an article for each newsletter, updating on news from the groups they have
visited and on the issues that are coming up at District Partnerships.
2. Produce a section with links to useful information and events.
3. Distribute paper copies to the groups they visit.
4. Look at good practice in terms of accessibility in particular colours and font size.
5. Ask for personal stories in the newsletter.
6. Find out more local work people are doing to make changes in their community and
publicise in newsletter.
Funding: Older people thought HSCN should look for
long-term funding so that it can provide support that older

•

people can rely on being around for more than one year.
Time is needed to build up relationships and trust,
particularly given the short-term nature of this type of
support in the past.

The co-ordinators will:
1. Make the case for long-term funding of posts
supporting involvement – a minimum of 2 years.

•

Find avenues of funding
so HSCN can grow
Fight for longer term funding
for key workers and
community services
• Seek funding for more
advisors
•

Continue asking for
donations etc.

2. Support HSCN Board to seek sustainable
alternative funding.
3. Continue to ask for donations where appropriate.
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What YOU can do to be more involved…
Joining HSCN was one example of action older people could take to be more involved.
Groups felt that they could be more proactive in finding ways to engage with District
Partnerships; invite councillors to come to
us re. District Partnership, or in attending
•

Learning from mistakes

specific meetings to discuss older people’s

•

Continue to make
memories

issues. We should celebrate the positives

•

Morning Phone Calls
(possibly similar to
Friendship Services) - “I
just called to say I love
you”

•

Celebrate (Golden
Stories)

of being involved – when services improve
or the involvement itself is enjoyable, and
share good practice in involvement. Filling
gaps in services is another area where
older people felt they would like to be more
involved; with one community care forum
looking at the potential for a home chiropody
service.

The co-ordinators will:
1. Publicise membership of HSCN and distribute membership application forms.
2. Raise awareness of the successful results of older people’s involvement.
3. Find opportunities for involvement to be enjoyable, rather than another task.
4. Share good practice / successful involvement / engagement with District Partnership
stories across areas in Highland.
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Older people’s issues
During the conversations about involvement, older people often discussed the services
that they used; describing both positive and negative experiences. These are summarised
here:

Improvements in services for older people in Highland
• Whole health care service. Ullapool & Drumnadrochit have brilliant health centre/clinic
‘That’s the reason why we are still here today’
• Excellent health care in Belford / ambulance service / health visitors – kept calling it a
hotel rather than a hospital
• Telford Centre – Hearing Centre
• Care Group – through Community Council
• Community Company Survey
• Patient Participation Group
• More accessibility - ramps on pavements and more accessible toilets
• High Life Highland Adult Literacy
o Older people writing to a child – pen pal at school
o ‘A book and a blether’
• Technology teaching for older people in local primary school
• Privacy when making appointments at the GP
• Sheltered housing offering meals

The main issues for older people in Highland
Housing:
• Being moved house due to no money for adaptations - left lonely and isolated away
from friends and family
• Only able to use one access due to Highland Council regulations on adaptations
• Cost to heat old croft houses
• No suitable housing in areas where you wish to live
• Not enough private small detached houses for older people
Transport:
• Lack of patient transport
• No knowledge of available transport
• Buses and trains not having disabled access
• Trains and buses not turning up - trains sometimes don’t stop in Conon Bridge if this
will make them late into Inverness. Or, though timetabled, they just don’t run at all.
People wait at the station and then have to make other arrangements to get into
Inverness. Very difficult if you have any access issues. Concerned that if they are not
reliable then people will just stop using them and the service may be withdrawn.
• Having to walk miles up a single track road to get the closest bus
• Lack of buses to Raigmore
• Having to get more than one bus there
• No support on and off the bus
• Transport taking hours longer than it should
• Patient transport cancelled because of lack of vehicle
• Can’t get the bus to Bingo and back as the service stops too early
• Hospital transport organised through Raigmore who don’t seem to know how far we are
from the hospital; impossible appointment times / cancelled appointments at last minute
• Church of Scotland are looking at setting up a Voluntary Car Scheme, can get a car,
but difficulty getting funding for ongoing costs
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• Clinics at Belford and Inverness – the local bus is useless for attending appointment.
Don’t take location into account when making appointment. Used to have a volunteer
car scheme but not longer. Mid afternoon clinics ok
Health Services:
• Local service has virtually disappeared - no local nurses
• Hospital and Doctors waiting times
• Not getting an appointment with your own GP for months
• Appointments cancelled at the last minute
• Lack of specialist services in rural communities – having to travel for hours
• Lack of information out there about what is available in the community
• Services inaccessible due to where they are situated
• Individual health issue – waiting a long time for an answer to health problem
• Problems making appointments over the phone when you can’t hear
• Respite – lack of escorts for people with dementia travelling to respite
• Doctor’s surgery moving across from main car park – will have to pay for parking / no
parking in the summer
• Concern about lack of support with mental health problems – all emphasis on cancer /
children but mental health is huge issue
Care at Home:
• No respite
• Problems accessing Home Care.
o Having to go to bed at 6pm because that’s the only time carers can come to help
o No home carers in small rural communities
o Lack of continuity in all aspects of care
o Management rubbish
o Carers are poorly paid
o Transient carers – need more continuity
• Lack of decent care homes in areas
• No Day Care Centre on the Black Isle for older people
• Individual issue with SDS – confusing information, lack of support, appointments
cancelled, daunting
• Self-Directed Support – confusion and lack of support to access. We referred one
older person to Advocacy Highland for support with this
General:
• Lack of general support available for older people – help needed with getting out the
house shopping, getting on transport, and going to the doctors
• Feeling that everything is based in Inverness
• Services being cut or reduced i.e. meals on wheels
• Maintenance of pavements and streetlights - lamppost outside house has been broken
for 6 months / huge puddle of water outside one wheelchair users house
• Pot hole in road outside house – contacted councillors three times and still not fixed
• Loneliness
• Big need for individual advocacy – passed on Advocacy Highland info.
• Accessibility in Ullapool - bank, chemist, post office, Hydro - inaccessible in wheelchair
• Falls Prevention – would like another speaker
• Funeral costs are a worry - put pressure on the council to protect the costs / Like idea
of cardboard coffin but what would other people think / can HSCN send a
representative to any SOPA / Scottish Parliament meetings about this?
• Worse for young people – should be them that are getting support to be involved
• Cultural issue – we are always negative / like a moan – need to look at positives &
solutions
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